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Georgia Southern University Athletics
Eagles Sweep the Weekend in South Carolina
Men's Tennis
Posted: 2/8/2021 1:37:00 PM
CHARLESTON, S.C. - Georgia Southern men's tennis secured its first two wins of the season this past weekend, sweeping The Citadel and USC Sumter after
matches in Tallahassee, Florida, were canceled due to the coronavirus inside the Florida State program.
Georgia Southern picked up its first victory of the year on Saturday morning, defeating The Citadel 7-0, before winning the afternoon cap against USC Sumter 7-0 to
improve to 2-1 on the season. The Eagles will now host Presbyterian and Stetson this weekend at the Wallis Tennis Center. First serve on Friday is scheduled for 2:30
p.m., while Sunday is scheduled for noon.
WHAT COACH KONING HAD TO SAY
 "We were happy to get to play today. The last couple of days we had to make a lot of changes and the guys handled it well. We competed well and looking forward to
playing at home next weekend."
RESULTS THE CITADEL
Singles
Pascal Wagemaker def. Bencedic (CIT) 6-2, 7-6
Murphy McCullough def. Schainblatt (CIT) 6-4, 6-1
Valentin Dun def. Shoemake (CIT) 6-1, 6-1
 Tao Castillo def. Robins (CIT) 6-0, 6-1
Alexandros Roumpis def. Quinn (CIT) 6-3, 6-4
 Jean Sibel def. Kamieniecki (CIT) 6-3, 7-5
Doubles
Wagemaker/Roumpis def. Bencedic/Schainblatt (CIT) 6-3
 McCullough/Castillo def. Shoemake/Quinn (CIT) 6-1
Dun/Sibel def. Darby/Kamieniecki (CIT) 6-1
RESULTS USC SUMTER
Singles
Pascal Wagemaker def. Lai San (USCS)
Murphy McCullough def. Laphitz (USCS) 6-1, 6-3
Valentin Dun def. Emmerson-Hiini (USCS) 6-0, 6-3
Jean Sibel def. Romero (USCS) 6-1, 6-3
Alexandros Roumpis def. Pavitt (USCS) 6-0, 6-2
Jonathan Morales def. Mahoney (USCS) 6-0, 6-1
Doubles
Wagemaker/Roumpis def. Pavitt/Emmerson-Hiini (USCS) 6-1
McCullough/Castillo def. Romero/Lai San (USCS) 6-1
Dun/Sibel def. Laphitz/Mahoney (USCS) 6-0
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